
Simply the best track guided blind System. With a discreet 
track profile and colour options to match or compliment 

your existing space, Ziptrak® blinds offer superior 
functionality without compromising your style. 



Connect with the outdoors

Ziptrak® blinds allow you to control airflow, light and temperature whilst remaining 
connected with nature. Relax and indulge in your own private retreat.

Sunscreen Mesh and PVC

The blind material is available in a wide range of colours and transparencies. 
Control the elements, but maintain your view.



Centre-Lock-Release

The blind can be left at any height or locked at the lowest position. Unlock and 
operate from the centre with one easy movement. 

Connect with the outdoors

Ziptrak® blinds allow you to control airflow, light and temperature whilst remaining 
connected with nature. Relax and indulge in your own private retreat.

Sunscreen Mesh and PVC

The blind material is available in a wide range of colours and transparencies. 
Control the elements, but maintain your view.

SolarSmartTM Automation

Completely solar powered motor operation of Sunscreen blind. includes a remote and 
does not require hard wiring to home power.



We’ve Got You Covered!

9 McClintock Street, Pirongia
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Discreet Design

Acrylic Canvas
100+ Colourways

Shadeview 
Extreme Mesh

Face Mount 
[Exterior Fix]

Fully Spring 
Balanced

Reveal Mount 
[Interior Fix]

Shadeview Ultra 
Mesh

Shadeview Classic 
Mesh

Clear PVC

Track Guided

Combine Mesh and Clear PVC

Create a real outdoor room look by 
combining clear PVC window spaces 
between wind and rain cheating mesh 
panels.

Create continuous Ziptrak® blinds up to 6 metres wide and 3.5 metres high

Removable Posts Option

Large openings can be enhanced with the 
addition of removable vertical posts. When 
the blinds are fully retracted, the posts can 
be removed to create a seamless opening.

Choose Your Frame

These are the five most 
popular frame colours; 
but there are over 200 
to choose from, making 
it easy to match your 
existing aluminium 
joinery or decor 
preferences. 

Choose Your Fabric

Select the fabric that 
best compliments your 
look. All our fabrics are 
designed for a long life in 
harsh climates.

Top Quality Features

Australian designed and 
manufactured hardware 
that can take the 
tough conditions Kiwis 
demand.

IronsandArctic White Titania Silver PearlGrey Friars


